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This report examines the potential for freight modal shift from truck-to-rail in the upper
Midwestern U.S. to improve air quality and reduce CO2 emissions. Two scenarios were
generated, one focusing on intra-regional freight movements within the Midwest and the
second on through-freight movements into, out of, and through the region. Freight truck and
rail emissions inventories were generated corresponding to each scenario and input to a
regional air quality model (CMAQ). Results showed the intra-regional scenario had little impact
on Midwest air quality, however the through-freight scenario greatly reduced concentrations of
NO2 and EC near roadways (up to 27% for NO2 and up to 16% for EC), with corresponding
increases near railways. The through-freight scenario also reduced CO2 emissions 31%
compared to baseline trucking. Reductions in PM2.5 and O3 were modest, up to 3%. We
conclude that while truck-to-rail modal shift does improve regional air quality, the motivation for
advocating rail over truck lies principally in reduced human exposure to near-roadway
pollution, as well as reduction of carbon emissions.
This book provides a review of the principles and methods of drainage with an emphasis on
design. The whole field of drainage is covered, and although the book concentrates mainly on
the practice in North America, Europe and Britain, the practice in developing countries is also
included. The book is directed primarily at the graduate engineer entering professional
practice, but will also provide a useful reference for more senior engineers and for those in
adjunct professions. Chapter 1 outlines the necessity for drainage on a large or small scale, for
rural and urban areas. As the drainage engineer must decide how much unwanted water there
will be and when it will occur, the chapter discusses climatic types, prediction of rainfall,
evapotranspiration effects, return periods (of design storms and runoff events), river flow and
flood prediction, and various sensing systems for providing short term predictions of rainfall,
runoff, streamflow and flood warning. Chapter 2 gives a thorough review of the properties of
soil in the context of drainage design. The extensive mathematical theories which relate to the
crucial area of soil water movement are outlined and due attention is paid to the growing
importance of predicting soil water movement in partially saturated soils.
REPRINT OF THE OFFICIAL 1939 MANUAL FOR ALL FORD PASSENGER CARS AND
TRUCKS COVERS IN DETAIL: ENGINE, TRANSMISSION, IGNITION, GASOLINE SYSTEM,
RUNNING GEAR, LUBRICATING SYSTEM, OPERATION, AXLES, MAINTENANCE,
MUFFLERS, COOLING SYSTEM, TYRES
DieCast X covers the entire spectrum of automotive diecast from customizing to collecting. it
takes an insider's look at the history behind popular diecast cars and trucks, as well as how
each model has helped shape the automotive industry and motor sports
Beautifully crafted, high quality, sewn, 4 color guidebook. Part of a multiple book series of
books on travel through America's beautiful and historic backcountry. Directions and maps to
2,970 miles of routes that travel through the beautiful mountain regions of Big Sur, across the
arid Mojave Desert, and straight into the heart of the aptly named Death Valley. Trail history
comes alive through the accounts of Spanish Missionaries; eager prospectors looking to cash
in during California's gold rush; and legends of lost mines. Includes wildlife information and
photographs to help readers identify the great variety of native birds, plants, and animal they
are likely to see. Contains 153 trails, 640 pages, and 645 photos.

A respected resource for decades, the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals has been updated by a committee of experts, taking into consideration input
from the scientific and laboratory animal communities and the public at large. The
Guide incorporates new scientific information on common laboratory animals, including
aquatic species, and includes extensive references. It is organized around major
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components of animal use: Key concepts of animal care and use. The Guide sets the
framework for the humane care and use of laboratory animals. Animal care and use
program. The Guide discusses the concept of a broad Program of Animal Care and
Use, including roles and responsibilities of the Institutional Official, Attending
Veterinarian and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal
environment, husbandry, and management. A chapter on this topic is now divided into
sections on terrestrial and aquatic animals and provides recommendations for housing
and environment, husbandry, behavioral and population management, and more.
Veterinary care. The Guide discusses veterinary care and the responsibilities of the
Attending Veterinarian. It includes recommendations on animal procurement and
transportation, preventive medicine (including animal biosecurity), and clinical care and
management. The Guide addresses distress and pain recognition and relief, and issues
surrounding euthanasia. Physical plant. The Guide identifies design issues, providing
construction guidelines for functional areas; considerations such as drainage, vibration
and noise control, and environmental monitoring; and specialized facilities for animal
housing and research needs. The Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
provides a framework for the judgments required in the management of animal facilities.
This updated and expanded resource of proven value will be important to scientists and
researchers, veterinarians, animal care personnel, facilities managers, institutional
administrators, policy makers involved in research issues, and animal welfare
advocates.
Hot how-to projects on modifying your Silverado or Sierra for the street. From the
editors of Truckin' magazine, this guide offers high performance tips and projects to
transform the Chevy Silverado or GMC Sierra full-size pickup into a custom street truck.
It includes sections on lowering, lifting, replacement shocks and springs, body kits, bolton engine modifications, and interior accessories.
TRB's National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 672:
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide - Second Edition explores the planning, design,
construction, maintenance, and operation of roundabouts. The report also addresses
issues that may be useful in helping to explain the trade-offs associated with
roundabouts. This report updates the U.S. Federal Highway Administration's
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide, based on experience gained in the United
States since that guide was published in 2000.
Franklin, Jack, Marla, Thadius, and Caitlin... this unlikely group of assorted misfits are
the Cemetarians, a group that will take on any job - no, really, we mean any bloody job
(money's a bit tight right now)! Trudge through disgusting sewers to battle manateemassacring mermaids and soggy cultists, creep through creepy, fog-littered cemeteries
straight out of an ancient Hammer Film soundstage, confront undead lecherous lodgers
and other assorted beasties, creepies, and ghoulies. It all comes down to whether an
adolescent giant Automaton, a truly mad, Mad Scientist, a surly Necromancer, a
Banshee's granddaughter, and a reluctant furry monster straight from under your little
sister's bed can manage not to kill each other - or, at least, quit fighting over the teleprivilege-schedule long enough to get the job done! Not likely.
This edition of Importing Into the United States contains material pursuant to the Trade
Act of 2002 and the Customs Modernization Act, commonly referred to as the Mod Act.
Importing Into the United States provides wide-ranging information about the importing
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process and import requirements. We have made every effort to include essential
requirements, but it is not possible for a book this size to cover all import laws and
regulations. Also, this publication does not supersede or modify any provision of those
laws and regulations. Legislative and administrative changes are always under
consideration and can occur at any time. Quota limitations on commodities are also
subject to change. Therefore, reliance solely on the information in this book may not
meet the "reasonable care" standard required of importers.
Includes subject area sections that describe all pertinent census data products available, i.e.
"Business--trade and services", "Geography", "Transportation," etc.
In attempts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, many alternatives to manufacturing have
been recommended from a number of international organizations. Although challenges will
arise, remanufacturing has the ability to transform ecological and business value.
Computational Intelligence in Remanufacturing introduces various computational intelligence
techniques that are applied to remanufacturing-related issues, results, and lessons from
specific applications while highlighting future development and research. This book is an
essential reference for students, researchers, and practitioners in mechanical, industrial, and
electrical engineering.
English abstracts from Kholodil'naia tekhnika.
Beautifully crafted, high quality, sewn, 4 color guidebook. Part of a multiple book series of
books on travel through America's beautiful and historic backcountry. Directions and maps to
2,671 miles of the state's most remote and scenic back roads ? from the lowlands of the Yuma
Desert to the high plains of the Kaibab Plateau. Trail history is colorized through the accounts
of Indian warriors like Cochise and Geronimo; trail blazers; and the famous lawman Wyatt
Earp. Includes wildlife information and photographs to help readers identify the great variety of
native birds, plants, and animal they are likely to see. Contains 157 trails, 576 pages, and 524
photos (both color and historic).
Since 1991, the popular and highly modifiable Ford 4.6-liter has become a modern-day V-8
phenomenon, powering everything from Ford Mustangs to hand-built hot rods and the 5.4-liter
has powered trucks, SUVs, the Shelby GT500, and more. The wildly popular 4.6-liter has
created an industry unto itself with a huge supply of aftermarket high-performance parts,
machine services, and accessories. Its design delivers exceptional potential, flexibility, and
reliability. The 4.6-liter can be built to produce 300 hp up to 2,000 hp, and in turn, it has
become a favorite among rebuilders, racers, and high-performance enthusiasts. 4.6-/5.4-Liter
Ford Engines: How to Rebuild expertly guides you through each step of rebuilding a 4.6-liter as
well as a 5.4-liter engine, providing essential information and insightful detail. This volume
delivers the complete nuts-and-bolts rebuild story, so the enthusiast can professionally rebuild
an engine at home and achieve the desired performance goals. In addition, it contains a
retrospective of the engine family, essential identification information, and component
differences between engines made at Romeo and Windsor factories for identifying your engine
and selecting the right parts. It also covers how to properly plan a 4.6-/5.4-liter build-up and
choose the best equipment for your engine's particular application. As with all Workbench
Series books, this book is packed with detailed photos and comprehensive captions, where
you are guided step by step through the disassembly, machine work, assembly, start-up, breakin, and tuning procedures for all iterations of the 4.6-/5.4-liter engines, including 2-valve and
3-valve SOHC and the 4-valve DOHC versions. It also includes an easy-to-reference spec
chart and suppliers guide so you find the right equipment for your particular build up.

Jeff Wilson demonstrates how to model several rail-served industries with
insights, photos, and guidelines. Includes an overview on coal customers, milk,
paper, breweries, merchandise traffic, and iron ore.
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The Construction Chart Book presents the most complete data available on all
facets of the U.S. construction industry: economic, demographic,
employment/income, education/training, and safety and health issues. The book
presents this information in a series of 50 topics, each with a description of the
subject matter and corresponding charts and graphs. The contents of The
Construction Chart Book are relevant to owners, contractors, unions, workers,
and other organizations affiliated with the construction industry, such as health
providers and workers compensation insurance companies, as well as
researchers, economists, trainers, safety and health professionals, and industry
observers.
Advances in Product Family and Product Platform Design: Methods &
Applications highlights recent advances that have been made to support product
family and product platform design along with successful applications in industry.
This book provides not only motivation for product family and product platform
design (i.e., address questions about “why and when should we platform”) but
also methods and tools to support the design and development of families of
products based on shared platforms (i.e. address the “how” and “what”
questions about platforming). It begins with a general overview of product family
design to introduce the general reader to the topic and then progress to more
advanced topics and design theory to help designers, engineers, and project
managers plan, architect, and implement platform-based product development
strategies for their company. Finally, successful industry applications provide
readers and practitioners with case studies and “talking points” to become
platform advocates and leaders within their organization.
Highway Safety Analytics and Modeling comprehensively covers the key
elements needed to make effective transportation engineering and policy
decisions based on highway safety data analysis in a single. reference. The book
includes all aspects of the decision-making process, from collecting and
assembling data to developing models and evaluating analysis results. It
discusses the challenges of working with crash and naturalistic data, identifies
problems and proposes well-researched methods to solve them. Finally, the book
examines the nuances associated with safety data analysis and shows how to
best use the information to develop countermeasures, policies, and programs to
reduce the frequency and severity of traffic crashes. Complements the Highway
Safety Manual by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials Provides examples and case studies for most models and methods
Includes learning aids such as online data, examples and solutions to problems
Labor Statistics Bureau Bulletin 2601. Provides information on the nature of the
industry, employment, working conditions, occupations in the industry, training
and advancement, earnings and benefits, and outlook. Organized by Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) major categories. Intended as a companion to the
Occupational Outlook Handbook. Item 768-A-01.
DICTIONARY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 8th EditionLibrix.euCareer Guide to
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Patent and Trademark OfficeTrademarksCensus Catalog and Guide
Backcountry Adventures: Utah provides detailed directions for 175 backcountry roads
throughout Utah, all suitable for stock sport utility vehicles. All you need is an SUV, a
sense of adventure, and your copy of Backcountry Adventures: Utah. Book jacket.
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